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Bad voting records blow up in legislators' faces as Idaho nears primary elections 

Date:  Thursday, February 24, 2022 
Time:  10:00 a.m. 
Where:  Idaho State Capitol Rotunda, First Floor 

Speakers:  Steve Majors, ICGG 
       Miste Karlfeldt, Health Freedom Idaho 
       Fred Birnbaum, Idaho Freedom Foundation 

Focus: 

In a state where it is said that some 70% of Idaho's voters are conservative, we wonder why and 
how it is that the legislature of Idaho as a whole is anything but conservative, and why it fails to 
represent the values and beliefs of most Idahoans.  Examples will be given, and standards for 
evaluating will be described, in a non-partisan effort to assess those we have voted for, and help us all 
decide wisely our upcoming vote in May’s important primary election.  We encourage all to examine 
their own legislators’ performance.  With this press event Idaho Citizens for Good Government kicks 
off an all-out effort to educate the public by way of an 8 ft. high x 24 ft. long dramatic display, to the 
end of improving our Legislature by rejecting those who fail to respect the voice of the people they 
represent, and fail to honorably perform according to their oaths of office while in their roles as 
lawmakers.  Idaho voters have a critical choice to make in May's primary election: elect public servants 
who will truly fulfill their duty on behalf of the people, or continue voting for those who speak a good 
campaign message but who’s voting record stands in contrast to their words and actions. 

Photo and interview opportunities: 

• Visual display grading 105 legislators (available for viewing at 9:00 a.m.) 
• Media packet 
• Citizens impacted by a failure of the legislature and others have been asked to attend


